TOUGH TOOLS
FOR TOUGH JOBS

S T R U C T U R E P R O D U C T C ATA L O G

DRIVEN BY
INNOVATION
True North Gear’s philosophy is to continually develop
innovative and intuitive products, and stand behind those
products with a lifetime materials warranty and exceptional
customer support. We build tough tools for tough jobs, and
your job is one of the toughest. Explore our collection of
NFPA 1977 certified packs, gear, flame-resistant clothing,
accessories and more.
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National Fire Protection Association
standard for wildland fire fighting.
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Approved for use by the Cal Fire Personal
Protective Equipment Working Group.
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GSA

Volume discount pricing through
government contracts:
www.gsaadvantage.gov

STRUCTURE GEAR

Visit our YouTube channel to see
demo product videos for a variety
of True North® products.
View our online video library at
Truenorthgear.com

WE’VE PARTNERED WITH AMERICAN FORESTS
Through our ongoing membership with 1% for the Planet, a non-profit organization that inspires individuals and
businesses to support environmental solutions, we have chosen to support American Forests as our 2020 partner.
American Forests focuses on protecting and restoring healthy forest ecosystems in a variety of ways through their
Releaf Program. To do this, a portion of all sales from True North products will go to supporting their mission. Every
dollar we donate means a new tree is planted in areas that are meaningful to our customers, including intentional
replanting in areas that have been devastated by wildfires. To learn more, please visit truenorthgear.com/giving-back.

See our complete line of products and shop online at our
website truenorthgear.com. You’ll find our site fast and easy
to navigate with detailed descriptions and an easy check out
process. Learn more about our new site at truenorthgear.com.
800-873-5725 (8AM-4.30PM PST)
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GRENADE TM HOSE STRAP

SIDEWINDER TM MASK BAG

STRUCTURE
GEAR
DECON BAG / 75L
The Decon Bag has a very important job; to protect
the firefighter from cancer-causing contaminants
left on dirty turnout gear. With its airtight design and
abrasion-resistant construction, this roomy bag reliably
traps soiled gear and prevents carcinogens on PPE
from migrating to the apparatus’ cabin until items can
be safely laundered. The durability of the 210D coated
Nylon combined with welded seams allows the Decon
Bag to be washed and hung to dry for re-use.

UPGRADED

The SideWinder™ Mask Bag features a unique, ergonomically correct
side-opening design for easy access. Designed to fit the largest face
pieces, including those with voice amplifiers. The side-opening design
protects against debris falling into the mask bag, while allowing for
maximum ventilation when needed. Interior is soft, easy-to-clean nylon,
guaranteed not to leave fibers on your face piece. Large pocket on back
for head sock.
Dimensions: 14.5” X 13.5”
Materials: 1000 D Cordura, 420 Pack cloth, 3M reflective
Red
Color:

Our GrenadeTM Hose Strap holds it together so
you don’t have to. Designed to accommodate
a wide range of hose sizes and bundle types,
the GrenadeTM is fast and easy to deploy while
wearing structure gloves. No more fumbling to
open the hook and loop closure or tugging the
strap through a buckle to free the hose. Our
patent-pending release mechanism lets you
simply pull the pin and throw.

L-2 RIT BAG
+ Designed to hold all makes of masks and bottles
+ 3M Reflective Tape for a 360 degree view
+ Quick-Draw transfill hose pocket pulls hose end out
and ready to grab
+ Two tool pockets and a Flashlight holder provide
multiple storage options

ROPE BAG

+ 60” shoulder strap which can be re-positioned for
carrying, dragging or lowering

Rope bag fits inside or outside
of the RIT Bags

+ Heat-Shield™ Nylon 6.6 skid plate is extremely
wear resistant and allows the bag to glide over the
roughest surfaces

Size: 200’ ROPE
Red
Color:

+ Inside strap to better secure the cylinder in the bag
+ Additional webbing to attach L-Series Rope Bag

+ Roll-top design keeps contaminants sealed in

+ Dimensions: 36” x 13” x 10” | Weight: 5 lbs

+ Highly abrasion resistant
+ Airtight, waterproof construction
+ Welded seams withstand up to 2x more stress
+ Holds up to repeated laundering
+ Fits into the AMABILIS® 80L Duffel
+ 210 Denier Coated Nylon

HIGH RISE HOSE STRAP
U–shaped designed, quick release
straps to carry hose
Size: 100’ HOSE
Black
Color:
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AMABILIS® DUFFEL 80L
The True North® AMABILIS® duffel is the result of a unique
partnership between True North® and AMABILIS®, a designermanufacturer of outdoor gear with a reputation for design
innovation within the outdoor and tactical markets. Termed
“the world’s toughest duffel,” this bag packs in a wide range
of performance features guaranteed to meet gear needs in
both structure and wildland fire markets. With a penchant for
chewing up and spitting out rugged environments, this wellsized 80L duffel can take your best shot and keep going.

L-3 LITE SPEEDTM RIT BAG
The L3 Lite Speed™ RIT Bag is streamlined into a
fundamental bag for optimum rescue efficiency in
low-visibility, high-stress situations.
+ Perfect for all RIT, F.A.S.T. and R.I.C. operations

+ Dimensions: 30” x 14”

+ Impact-resistant Heat-Shield™ skid plate

+ Volume: 80 liters / 4,882 cu. in.

+ Hi-Vis reflective tape to help identify openings in
low visibility environments

+ Double layer, military-grade tarpaulin body
+ Ceramic armor-plated SuperFabric® bottom that is water
resistant

+ Designed to hold all makes of masks and bottles
that are 9” diameter or smaller

+ Slash and abrasion resistant for greater durability

+ Hypalon zipper pulls that makes it easier for
when using with heavy thick gloves

+ #10 YKK main zipper provides full length access
+ Top or side load options for easy gear storage and access

+ Protected mask pocket with fast access

+ Outside accessory pocket for smart phones, wallets and more

+ Side pocket for only the most essential, lifesaving tools

+ Large internal zippered pocket

+ Large zip opening for easy installation of the air
cylinder

+ Adjustable and padded shoulder strap

+ Internal strap on the inside to keep cylinder
secure in the bag

+ Mil-spec metal hardware and durable heat-shrunk cord ends

+ Exterior Velcro patch for Department insignias
+ All internal seams are bound for finish and durability

+ Separate pockets for low and high pressure lines
with touch identifiable handles
+ 4”x4” loop panel on top of bag for station ID or
unit patches

DISPATCH TM DUFFEL
Get going quickly with our firefighter-approved duffel made specifically
for turnout gear. This bag’s simple yet functional design is roomy
enough for your clothing, boots and helmet.
+ Durable, abrasion resistant body
+ Roomy, functional design to accommodate all makes of bunker gear,
boots and helmets
+ Materials: 1000D Nylon Cordura®
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VELOCITY BRIEFCASE

AMABILIS ® DUFFEL 25L

TM

The Velocity™ Briefcase swallows up your papers,
laptop and charger, making you instantly more efficient.
Designed for the safety specialist that is on the move,
the Velocity™ provides organization and versatility with
its multiple interior and exterior pockets and 3-way carry
options of briefcase, messenger bag or daypack.

The bag’s 25L size is perfect for day and overnight adventures
and when traveling light and keeping your gear tight is preferred.
+ Dimensions: 18” x 10”
+ Volume: 25 liters / 1,515 cu. in.
+ Double layer, military-grade tarpaulin body
+ Ceramic armor-plated Super Fabric bottom is slash and abrasion
resistance for durability

+ 20L Volume, 18”L x 6.5”W x 13” T

+ The whole bag is water-resistant

+ 3-way carry options (briefcase, messenger bag and
day pack)

+ Slash and abrasion resistant for greater durability

+ 2 X 32oz water bottles side pockets

+ Top or side load options for easy gear storage and access

+ Separate foam padded compartment stows up to 17”
laptop

+ Outside accessory pocket for smart phones, wallets and more

+ 1 large drop pocket for documents, tablet or other items
+ Additional organizer pockets include a mesh organizer,
3 pen pockets, and mini triangle clip for key FOB
+ AQUAGUARD® water-repellent zipper

+ #8 YKK main zipper provides full length access

+ Internal zippered security pocket to safely stores valuables
+ Adjustable and padded shoulder strap
+ Exterior Velcro patch for Department insignias
+ Mil-spec metal hardware and durable heat-shrunk cord ends
+ All internal seams are bound for finish and durability

AMABILIS® ORGANIZER
The Organizer is a handy modular pocket that is sleek, low
in profile and durable. Designed for use with either the 80L
or 25L duffel, its magnetic snaps provide quick access for
everyday carry items.
+ 4” x 4” organizer that provides quick access for everyday
carry items
+ Window ID slot, money stash pocket and card holder slots
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DRAGONWEAR
CLOTHING

PRO DRY ® FR LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

ALPHA TM JACKET

Unmatched comfort and performance that meets and exceeds the
challenges of moisture management encountered daily on the job

With 2 times the amount of wind resistance as comparable garments,
this is your go-to fleece jacket that will keep you warm and protected

Size:
Color:

Size:
Color:

MENS S-5XL (Tall) - WOMENS XS-5XL
Navy
Gray

MENS S-5XL (Tall) - WOMENS XS-3XL
Black
Navy

BIG-CHILL TM BEANIE

ELEMENTS TM FR
SWEATSHIRT

Lightweight FR fleece beanie that
offers breathable, wind-resistant,
water-repellent warmth

FR Dual Hazard Sweatshirt with
excellent stretch that offers water
and wind resistant protection

Size:
Color:

Size: MENS S-5XL (Tall)
Black
Navy
Gray
Color:

One size
Navy

GSA

CAL
FIRE

GSA

PRO DRY® FR SHIRT
+ Inherently fire and arc-resistant
+ Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent moisture
management
+ True-Flat™ high density seams and tagless garment labels for true
comfort experience
+ Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for longer-lasting
wear and flexibility
+ Odor resistant, SILVER PLUS® anti-microbial technology
+ Highly breathable and dries quickly
+ Proven wash-and-wear performance keeps garment feeling fresh
+ DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric: 5.0 oz/sq yd
SM - 5XL
Men’s Sizing:
Women’s Sizing: SM - 2XL
Navy
Items:

Tan
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EXXTREME TM JACKET
Lightweight, wind-resistant and
water-repellent warmth packed
into our best-selling fleece jacket
Size:

MENS S-5XL (Tall)
WOMENS XS-3XL
Color:
Black

GSA
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OUR PROMISE
True North Gear® has invested over 25
years into the research, design, testing and
manufacturing of durable and innovative
clothing and gear in support of the utilities, oil
and gas and select first responder markets.
Over the years, we have stayed true to our
heritage of seeking out and harnessing user
feedback to create new design solutions
or upgrade existing ones. We provide the
pinnacle in performance through a design
philosophy that embraces durability, comfort
and protection as inclusive elements.
Designing and delivering dependable products
is essential to the vitality of our organization
and our overarching mission to support and
protect a customer base that operates in
liferisking environments every day.
Committed and caring customer service and
a lifetime material warranty on all products
further distinguishes DragonWear’s customerdriven focus. All products are covered against
defects in the materials and workmanship,
and complimentary repair or replacement
of items with a manufacturing defect will
be provided for the practical lifetime of the
product. Damage due to wear and tear may
be repaired at a reasonable charge.

SIZING CHART
MEN’S SIZING
XS

S

MD

LG

XL

2X

3X

4X

5X

Chest

32

33-36

37-40

41-44

45-48

49-52

53-56

57-60

61-64

Waist

26

27-30

31-34

35-38

39-42

43-46

47-50

51-54

55-58

Hips

30

31-34

35-38

39-42

43-46

47-50

51-54

55-58

59-62

CB Sleeve
Length

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Inseam

30

31

32

33

34

35

351/2

36

361/2

WOMEN’S SIZING
XS

S

MD

LG

XL

2X

3X

Chest

33

34-35

36-37

38-40

41-44

45-48

49-52

Waist

26

27-28

29-30

31-33

34-37

38-41

42-45

Hips

36

37-38

39-40

41-43

44-47

48-51

52-55

CB Sleeve
Length

30

301/2

31

311/2

32

321/2

33

A True North® Company
www.TrueNorthGear.com
info@TrueNorthGear.com
9700 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S.
Seattle, WA 98118
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